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SUMMARY

This paper reviews recent trends In savings In the Industrial countries
and discusses the factors that have Influenced saving developments. It
examines whether savings are adequate applying a number of theoretical
approaches. The note emphasises the Importance of distinguishing
between origin and allocation of savings and highlights the
relationship between current account balances and capital flows.
The paper argues that during the past decade, Increasingly closely
Integrated financial markets Imply that the adequacy and allocation of
saving across countries have taken on a crucial significance for the
International monetary system. By the same token, the pattern of saving
and Investment that will develop across the European Community will
substantial IY determine whether the full benefits of Economic and
Uonetary Union will be reaped.
The paper concludes that multilateral surveillance should Increasingly
focus on the adequacy of savings across countries. This conclusion Is
particularly relevant for the final stage of EMU, when the Introduction
of a common currency eliminates the current account as an Intermediate
poI Icy target.
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THE ADEQUACY AND ALLOCATION OF WORLD SAVINGS

1.

The

OVERVIEW OF THE PAPER

Issue

of

at tent I on

In

the

adequacy

the

economIc

of

world

po II cy

savings

debate

In

has

been

recent

a

years.

focus

of

f-"or

the

decade of the 1990s the saving performance of the Industrial countries,
and the widely diverging patterns observed among
lncreas~

concerns due to the prospective
resources over

the medIum-term,

them~

give rise to new

In the demand for financial

The obJectIve of

-t ~I$

paper

Is

to

provide a comprehensive synthesis of recent research In this area and
to draw some conclusions for economic policy.

In section 2 a short description of recent saving patterns Is presented
together with a summary of the most prominent explanations for those
patterns and the

Implications for policies aimed at

fostering higher

savings.

Sect I on

3 ana I yzes

question

the

Is addressed

from growth models.
the present

level

In

key

Issue of

the

sustalnablllty.

US

savIngs.

The

The conclusions obtained generally confirm that

of savings

on growth models highlight
for

adequacy of

light of the evidence that can be obtained

notably In the United States.

savIng

the

economy,

In

Industrial

countries

Is suboptimal,

In this latter case, simulations based

the ser lous negat lve consequences of
even

If

It

does

not

pose

prob I ems

low
of
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Section 4 discusses

the degree of

International

capital

mobl I lty

reached In recent years, as a key element to be considered with regard
to the adequacy and International allocation of savings.

Section 5 explores the extent to which the causality between current
account Imbalances and capital flows may have changed In recent years.
Financial developments which have affected the composition of capital
flows, are briefly analyzed, and the consequences and Implications for
macroeconomic policy coordination are considered.
examines saving developments

In

Section 6 briefly

the European Community and

lmpl lcatlons for Economic and Monetary Union.

their

The main conclusions are

summarized In section 7.

2.SAVING TBENQS ANP POSSIBLE INFLUENCES

Following a fairly stable situation during the 1960s and 1970s the
share of

national

Income saved

In

the

Industrial

countries

fel I

significantly In the 1980s. As a percent of GOP, the average saving
performance during the most recent decade In net terms (I.e., allowing
for depreciation of the capital stock), was 3.5 percentage points below
that of the period 1960-80, (see Table 1 and Chart 1).
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TABLE 1
AVERAGE NATIONAL SAVING IN MAJOR INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES

Countries
and periods

Gross National
Savlng(l)

Net National
Savlng(2}

Of which:
Public

Private
Total Households Business

United States
1960-69
1970-79
1980-89

19.7
19.4
16.3

10.8
9.1
4.0

0.8
-1.2
-3.8

10.0
10.3
7.8

6.2
7.6
6.0

3.8
2.6

34.5
35.3
31.6

25.2
25.6
20.9

6.6
5.0
5.1

18.6
20.6
15.7

11.9
16.5
13.1

6.6

27.3
24.3
22.5

19.9
15.2
11.6

6.3
3.7
1.5

13.5
11.5
10.1

7.6
9.7
8.9

6.0

22.0
23.2
21.5

13.5
13.5
10.0

2.3
0.8
-0.9

11.2
12.7
10.9

7.2
10.0
8.8

4.0
2.7
2.1

1.9

Japan
1960-69
1970-79
1980-89

4. 1

2.6

Germany
1960-69
1970-79
1980-89

1.7

1.2

Seven Major
Indus. countrles(3}
1960-69
1970-79
1980-89

Source: BIS annual report 1991 and OECD data
(1}
(2}
(3}
the
the

As a percentage of GOP
As a percentage of national Income
Weighted average applying exchange rates of 1963, 1975 and 1988, respectively, for each of
three periods. As a conseQuence of the appreciation of the yen In the 1980s, the magnitude of
decrease In aggregate savings In that decade Is somewhat understated.
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GRAPH 1 - NET NATIONAL SAVINGS IN
INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES.
( % of GDP)
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An Important feature of developments during the 1980s Is the fact that
both public and private saving fe! I markedly.

with

the

experience of the 1970s when a sharp fal I In publ lc sector savings

w~B

more than offset by an

Increase

This contrasts

In private savlngs1J. At the same

time, differences In saving performances among the maJor

Industrial

countries widened significantly as the progressive llberallsatlon of
capital movements promoted a sharp expansion of both portfolio and
direct Investment which helped to accommodate the decl lne In savings In
some countries, notably the United States.

The combined effect of the

dec II ne In savIngs and the II bera II sat Ion of f Inanc Ia I markets was a
marked Increase In Inflation-adjusted Interest rate In all countries
(Chart 2).

The concerns caused by these developments have been amplified by the
process of reforms In Eastern Europe and German unification which have
Increased

pressures on

the

existing pool

of

saving.

Taking

into

account also the Investment needs associated with the reconstruction
after the Gulf war, and the demand for resources In the developing
world make It clear that the saving Issue will continue to receive
considerable attention during the 1990s.

1)

An Important subject In the discussion of saving levels and trends
Is the accounting criteria used to measure lt. Divergence of
national account rules among Industrial countries must be
considered when analysing and comparing trends. This Issue is
briefly addressed In the annex, together with the current account
discrepancy problem.
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GRAPH 2 - REAL LONG-·TERM INTEREST RATES
lN EC, USA AND JAPAN
(Yearly averages)
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In attempting to understand the reasons for the decline In savings In
the 1980s It Is necessary to start with a clear view of what determines
sav,ngs.

The most widely accepted approach to the explanation of

savings behaviour
Modlgllanl,

Is based on the

1963)2>,

according

to

life-cycle hypothesis (Ando and
which

saving

decisions

are

a

resIdua I of consumptIon decIsIons, and the e 1ement wh 1ch determInes
them

Is the aim of smoothing consumption over

time.

Accordingly,

Inf Iat Ion, persona I Income, stock of wea I th and demographIc factors
(such as life expectancy, age of retirement, age structure and family
size) are major determinants of private saving.

Many studies test lng the validity of life-cycle models In explaining
saving patterns have been carried out In recent years3>.

While the

results obtained do not

about

provide

an unambiguous answer

the

sultabl I lty of the models, It Is widely accepted that variables usual IY
Included In life-cycle models do explain major trends and long-term
fluctuations

In savings.

With regard to short-term fluctuations

savings, the explanatory power of these models seems more
However,

If account

Is taken of

In

1 imlted.

I IQuldlty constraints and of the

2)

The discussion In this context can Include public savings
performance. From the point of view of consumption smoothing, It
Is argued that government's behaviour should aim at keeping stable
taxes when faced with the need to vary expenditure (see Barro,
(1989). The following discussion refers to private savings.

3)

Comprehensive reviews are found In Aghevll et al.
(1989); and Dean et al. (OECD, 1990).

(1989); Smith

~.
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possibility of erroneous expectations on Income

evo~ut1on.

the life-

cycle framework remains a useful one4>.

The

Influence of Inflation on measured saving l'l twofold:

personal
Inflicts
Even

If

Income.
on

and

holders

such

through

the

capita!

losses

are

compensat3d

t~rougn

arfect1ng

which

of certain assets (rf:ke bo,,ds (or

losses

by

bank

Increases

inflatton
~:t~OOC3its)

..

!n market

Interest rates I nf Iat Jon-adjusted househo 1d savIng rat los may d 1ffer
significantly from non-adjusted ratios, particularly during periods of
accelerating or decelerating Inflation.

The evolution

of

Inflation Is

therefore I lkely to have a substnatlal Impact on measured saving ratios
Csee annexed box for some references on the Issue

of

DemographIc factors are cons 1de red as the main

sing 1e

broad trends

In private sa-1ings ovet

time

and.

measuring saving).

to

factor behInd

a great

contemporary differences among Industrial countrles5).

extent,

,~onseQuently,

projections of future private sav1ng trends largely rely on expected
demographic developments.

The "dependency ratio" (see Table 3) plays

an essential role In this aspect,
long-run prospects for

4)

and Its

projec~ed

private saving behaviour.

evolutton explains
Indeed,

projected

A synthetic rev:ew

?f al~e:nat~~e ~gproa:~ds can D~ (OUnd tn Green
fhe common cass en~ the so-cal led :unconventional Sdiings
theories'· Is the rejection of the neoclassical paradigm on which
the i lfe-cycle mode·~ rs based . . . Unconventional" theories usually
siress the significance of Institutional factors In determining
private saving trends. In particular corporate attitude towards
savings, social norms, and demonstration effects among others are
factors affecting private savln.gs that are excluded from
~conventional" models.

(1990).

5)

See, for Instance, Dean eta!. (f990). Kauffmann (1~90) or Crabam
(1987). Sinn (1990, p.12) hlgni lghts the ! Inks between Jem~graphy
and net external assets in the 1970s and 1980s for Japan, GermanY
and other OECD countries. For a review <)f th~ ~a~ro~con.omic effects
of ageing populationJ see 'MF (1QQO}.
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Increases In dependency ratios In the major Industrial countries over
the next 2 or 3 decades have gIven rIse to fears of a contInued
deterioration In national saving performances.

The Implementation of private pension schemes, Is recognised as one of
the main policy Instruments able to promote household saving.

This Is

owing to the effects of pension funds on the average retirement age
(which Is anticipated), to the low liquidity of pension benefits and to
a mlsperceptlon by fund's contributors that contributions to pension
schemes constltue a tax rather than savings.
of

private pension

funds

have usually

Estimates on the effects

found

significant

positive

effects on aggregate household savings of the Increase of such funds.

Wealth and

Income distribution are

determining

private

Increase

In

saving

household

Identified as two key factors

behaviour

financial

In

wealth

recent
during

years.
the

1980s

Industrial countries explains to a large extent the fall
propenslty6>.
with

Income

In

sharp
In

the

In saving

Furthermore, changes In Income distribution, combined

demographic

particular,

The

the
total

factors,

have

contributed

Increased proportion of social
households'

propensIty to consume.

Income

tends

to

to

that

security
raise

Some est Imates suggest that,

the

fall.

In

transfers
marginal

In the UnIted

states, the consumption propensity out of labour Income Is 0.65 while
the consumption propensity out of transfer

Income

Is 0.9 (Wilcox,

1991).

6)

(1991) reports that, for the United States, the rise In
household wealth .between the mld-1970s and 1987 would explain, all
'3 i se equa I,
a dec II ne of 3. 5 percentage poInts In the prIvate
~at~lng ratio.
Likewise, the private saving propensity seems to
have r~sponded to~_the subsequent stock market adjustments.

W~ ~cox

-

10-

A number of studies suggest that the response of savings to changes In
Interest rates Is unclear even with regard to the direction of Its
effect.

In this respect,

theory cannot determine the sign of the

elasticity of saving to Interest rates, given the presence of offsetlng
Income and substitution effects.

Whilst Intuitively the preeminence

of the substitution over the Income effect could be expected (I.e. a
positive
widely

Interest
diverging

rate-saving elasticity) empirical work has found
results,

ranging

from

significant

positive

elasticities to very smal I ones or even none (see Smith, 1989).

The

Influence of

taxation appears significant, and has been often

Identified as a factor discouraging savings In Industrial countries, as
a result of double taxation of business profits, the progresslvlty of
tax

systems and

the

deductabl I lty of

Interest,

Including notably

mortgage Interest payments (which has been found an Important element
depressing private saving

In a number of countries,

Including the

United States, the United Kingdom, Sweden and Denmark).
programs a lm Ing at promotIng savIng through tax

In contrast,

IncentIves have had

little effect, and are typically distorting and costly In terms of
revenue losses.

Financial

I lberal lsatlon has unambiguously contributed to the poor

performance of private savings In two different ways:
removal

of

significantly

restrictions
Increased

on

consumer

consumer's

credit
access

In
to

firstly,

recent
credit.

years

the
has

Secondly,

financial I iberal izatlon and Innovation have facl lltated the process of
corporate restructuring, thereby Increasing leverage and capital gains
by existing stockholding and dampening savings.

The two described

-

ll-

effects have not been offset by the (probab Iy) posItIve effect on
savIngs of hIgher

Interest brought about by more competItIon among

financial Intermediaries In a deregulated financial environment.

Cultural

factors (like the role of bequest, and family or working

patterns),

qual lty of

publ lc

Institutions,

and

Improved

Insurance

schemes (pub I Ic as we II as prIvate) have been ment loned among other
possible

factors

that

may

affect

saving

decisions.

However,

the

Influence of each of these elements Is difficult to quantify.

Table 2

PROJECTED INCREASES IN DEPENDENCY RATIOS(*) OF
SEVEN INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES

Japan

48

59

Germany

44

54

Canada

47

55

52

57

~=ranee

52

5'7

rtaly

46

61

united States

52

55

!Jn

~ted

Kingdom

Soyrce: OECD projections
l(f

Proportion of people aged between 0 and 14 plus those over 65
respect to the group between 15 and 64 years old.
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Researc~

on the degree of substltutabl llty between households and

business savings clearly shows that although such substltutabl I lty
exists, It Is Imperfect In the sense that Increased saving by companies
Is only partly offset

by

a reduction

fn

households savings,

Musgrave and Musgrave (1984); Poterba (1987))7).
corporate

saving

propensities are

taxation from corporations to

usually quite

(See

To the extent that
high,

changes

In

Individuals are one of the clearest

pol Icy tools able to promote private savlngs8>.

SummIng up, dur Ing the 1980s net pub I Ic d Issav Ing has added to Iow
private saving
financial

In

Industrial

llberallsatlon

countries mainly as a consequence of

associated

with

demographic

and

social

security developments. Available evidence points that the room for
policy measures aimed at boo-sting private savings must be found In the
areas of taxation shifts from business to Individuals, the fostering of
pr Iva te pens Ion funds,

funded soc Ia I secur I ty pI ans and remova I of

fiscal disincentives to savings.
have I lttle Impact.

Tax Incentive programs have shown to

(See Commission of the European Communities, 1990

for more references).

7)

8)

In principle such a substitution should be perfect, since
households own the business sector, whatever the form that
ownership adopts. Thus, changes of wealth derived from profits or
stock values should not have a different effect on private saving
than that derived from other sources of Income or wealth. However,
the reported evidence seems to reflect a number of Institutional
factors, which especially affect business savings decisions.
Elmeskov, Shafer and Tease (1991) point out that changing trends In
business and household savings tend to offset one another over a
period which widely varies among Industrial countries. They
suggest the possibility that It reflects "variable but offsetting
measurement errors In corporate and household saving".
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3.

ADEQUACY OF SAVINGS; SOME THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES AND EVIPENCE

A number of factors make It difficult to assess the adequacy of a given
level

of

existing

savings:
growth

firstly,

models

the

remains

theoretical
far

from

framework

provided by

satisfactory.

Secondly,

subjective elements such as the lntergeneratlonal welfare distribution
as well as the Income distribution within the same generation need to
be taken Into account to judge the adequacy of a particular savings
level.

The existence of market failures and Institutional distortions

further complicates the Issue.

Finally, In an International context,

an overal I assessment requires that the degree of International capital
mobility and Institutional arrangements affecting the mobl I lty of goods
and labour be taken Into account.

In the light of these caveats, any approach to judge the adequacy of
savings must be cautious, and will, to a large extent, have to rely on
Indicators such as broad trends In saving over t lme, the demand for
savings, the evolution of real

Interest rates9>, or the consequences

of diverging saving behaviour among countries.

Models of economic growth provide a framework within which the long-run
effects of saving may be analysed.

The adequacy of a given level of

saving can then be assessed In terms of the

9)

lntertemporal welfare

High real Interest rates In the past two decades may reflect
several Influences, such as an Improvement In the real returns of
Investment, uncertainty about future Inflation, monetary policies
aimed at control ling Inflation, developments In tax systems (which
combined with high Inflation may Involve serious distortions) or
financial market deregulation (see Atkinson and Chouraqul, 1985).
Sarro and Sala (1990) found significant Influence of stock returns
and o II prIces on expected rea I Interest rates. But the Inf Iuence
of these factors does not preclude a major ro Ie for savIng In
determining the evolution of real Interest rates.

-

14-

distribution underlying each possible saving pattern and the trade-off
Involved between current and future consumption.

A fundament a I test, whIch draws on c Iass 1c growth mode is (based on
Solow, 1956), Is the well-known
run consumption maxlmllatlon.

~gold~n

ruleH. which Is ba9ed on long-

According to this criterion, savings

must reach the level required to provide an "optimal" capital-labour
ratio, In the sense that the amount of consumption which would have to
be sacrificed to Increase the capital stock further
savings) would be greater

than the

Induced by the Increase In Investment.

Increase

(via

Increased

In future consumption

A higher level of savings (and

therefore Investment) would Involve a reduction In current consumption
greater than the Increase In future consumption so attained.

Thus,

this rule avoids an expl lett judgement on lntergeneratlonal preferences
by assuming an equal weight of consumption across all generations.
This criterion can be extended by Including In the analysis a positive
discount rate which allows for the effect of the present lower uti llty
of delayed consumpt lon, thus attr Ibut lng a lower weight to the same
amount of future consumption.

While classical growth models provide an Interesting starting point,
they fall to explain the key question of diverging growth rates among
IndustrIa I countrIes.

ThIs

Is maIn Iy owl ng to the fact that these

models consider technical progress to be exogenous, despite the fact
that

technology

dIfferences

generally

In growth.

accounts

for

most

of

the

unexplained

A reI a ted prob Iem Is that c Iass Ica 1 mode Is

Imply an absence of any relationship between savings and growth In the
long run, which strongly contradicts evidence for Industrial countries.

-15-

More recent works In this field have Included technology and the growth
rate as endogenous variables.
possible to
Investment
models

Hence, according to these models, It

Increase the rate of growth by
rates.

I les

In

I~

Increasing saving and

The main difference between these and classical
the

role

that

"endogenous"

models

attribute

to

externalities associated with savings Invested In areas such as human
capital

(lucas,

1988),

research and development,

special lzatlon of

production (Romer, 1986 and 1987) and Infrastructure (Sarro, 1989), and
with

the expansion of

financial

Intermediation as a self-feeding

process whIch by I tse If boosts Investment (Greenwood and JovanovIc,
1988).

The presence of a common element In these models -- the existence of
externalities which are not

reflected

In the returns obtained by

pr lvate Investors -- Involves a different (usually higher)

level of

socially optimal aggregate sav.lng than that which would be generated by
market forces.

Therefore, those models provide theoretical support for

pol Icy measures aimed at promoting savings In so far as such measures
help to attain socially optimal levels and thereby to circumvent market
fal lures.

Unfortunately, empirical evidence remains rather scarce and

does not allow a precise quantification of the Influence that can be
attributed to each of the factors affecting future productivity.
clear however, that, to assess

It Is

the adequacy of a certain level of

savings, significant attention must be payed to a number of factors
which had been excluded from earl ler analysis, especially human capital
accumulation, research and development and Infrastructure.

In addition to the above mentioned market failures, there Is another
broader

II ne of arguments poInted out by TobIn ( 1971), whIch II nks

-
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externalities associated with capital accumulation to the

~chlevem~nt

of low Inflation, since Investment Involves growth, and growth In turn
helps to bring about non-Inflationary Increases In real wages
Income

redistribution) .

Again,

these

to

e~tern~'ltle&

(~nd

lodlvjdual

agents may provIde good arguments to promote Investment and sav 1 ng
beyond the levels the market Itself would determine.

Finally, two more

Important factors may cause saving rates to deviate from their
path:

market

particular,

rigidities and government

policy

o~tlma!

towards saving.

In

taxation of saving can have a negative effect (as was

mentioned In section 1 above), whilst the government's Influence on
saving Is reflected In national aggregate savings not
net amount

Itself but also through

since

publ lc

and

on~y

through the

Its effects on private saving

private

savings

are

not

perfect

substltutes11).

Recent emp I rIca I work has trIed to evaluate the adequacy of savIng
ratios for Individual countries In the context of the models just set
out: A test of "dynamIc Ineff Ic Ieney" Is derIved from the "go Idenrule..

concept

explained

above.

A country

will

be

dynamlca~

ly

Inefficient If It can currently consume more (I.e. save Jess) without
negatively affecting future consumption.
current saving rate Is too high.
profits

In

a given period

That would mean that

~ts

A comparison between Investment and

Is a useful

IneffIcIency, suggested by Abe I ( 1989).

tool

to measure dynamic

The comparIson draws on the

Idea that the level of sacrifice (here measured by Investment which In

11) According to recent estimations for Industrial countries, between
25 and 40 percentage points of Increases In government saving could
be offset by decreases In prIvate savIng over the med lum term.
Hence, "Ricardian equivalence", which Involves full public/private
saving substitution, does not hold.
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a closed economy equals saving),

Is rewarded by profits

Investment which must exceed that sacrifice
results

C~btained

!n

that

study.

based

In

from

each perlod12).

on

the

te~t.

of

th~

The
dy"~mh·

lner··r ~clancy, s:how no evidence of excess saving In any of the major
Industrial countries (Including Japan, the country with the

hlgh~~t

saving ratio In the past decade),

Ott"ier

an

r~c~nt

work:$ focusing on

lnsufflclent saving rate.

requires an

~ssumptlon

to future consumpt ton.

the

Un t ted

St~tfll~ hav~

toun~ flV

I dance of

As explained above, such a conclu$IOt!

to be made about the rate of discount attributed
One study based on the go Iden-ru Ie cr Iter ton

found that the saving rate compatible with the golden rule, applying a
positive rate of discount, would range between 15.5% and 30% of GOP for
the period 1986-90) whl le the actual rate In the period has been 12.25%
(Evan$J 1990).

A more recent study exploring the consequences of

th~

decline In savings In the US from a historical 7.5% of GOP- In net
terms - to only 3% In the 1980s evaluates alternative saving scenarios
In the context of growth models: the study finds that the decline of
savlngs In the 1980s has reduced the
Its potential output by about 5%.
unt I I the end of the century,

US capital stock by about 15% and
If the same trends were to persist

the accumu Ia ted

output would be 28% and 10%, respectively.

loss

In capIta I and

When the same estimates are

carried out ln the context of a model linking capital Innovation with
the pace of technological Innovation, losses In potential output reach
7%

In 1990 and about

15% by the end of

the century

(Harris and

Ste Inde I , 1991).

i2) Otherwise,

It would be possible by Increasing current consumption
(and decrease Investment and saving) to attain a situation In which
either sacrifice would be lower with the same future benefits
(profits) or the same sacrifice but with higher profits.
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Whl 1st

the research described above provides useful

evaluate

the

countries,

adeQuacy

of

the

saving

performance

references
of

to

Individual

In the context of capital mobility the approach must be

modified and new elements have to be considered.

In principle, a low

rate of saving In a single country may be offset by an Inflow of
foreign saving, provided risk-adjusted rates of return on capital are
attractive enough to foreign Investors.

Two new questions then arise.

The first, from the standpoint of the borrowing country, refers to the
effects of Increased external Indebtedness, Its sustalnablllty and Its
desirability.

The second quest ion refers to the effects transmitted

through

International

the

monetary

system

since

each

country's

saving/Investment balance affects the overall pool of saving aval fable
and the degree of pressure on world Interest rates and exchange rates.

From a theoretical perspective, a persistently low level of saving In a
given country, as has been the case In the United States, may simply
reflect a certain lntertemporal consumption distribution, which In turn
reflects IndiVIdual preferences.

In the context of crossborder freedom

of capital movements, the excess of domestic demand for Investment over
national saving Is reflected In a persistent Inflow of capital

which

Involves

asset

a

posltlon13).

deter lorat lon
As

far

as

In

the

country's

that position

net

external

Is sustainable -

given the

willingness of foreign Investors to Invest In that country- It should

13) Sinn (1990) argues that whl 1st theory suggests that welfare
Improves when a country moves from autarky to net credItor or
debtor posIt Ion, It does not provIde a justIfIcatIon to use net
external assets positions as targets of economic policy. He points
to the case of Romania's current account surpluses, which allowed
It to pay back all its foreign debt. As a consequence, ''Romania's
hard currency debt is no more, but there Is not much left of the
economy eIther ...
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not by

ltself14)

be a matter of concern.

Nevertheless,

from the

perspective of a given country, the presence of market failures like
those above described may provide good reasons to suppose that higher
levels of domestic saving may be socially more desirable. From a global
standpoInt, as far

as a persIstent reI Iance on foreIgn savIng may

crowd out Investment In other countries and put pressure on prevailing
world Interest rates, such concern may be justified, particularly when
the saving shortfall occurs In highly developed countries.

This conclusion Is supported by scenarios generated with the MULTIMOD
model of the IMF <see IMF, 1991b), which show the potential positive
effects of

Increased public saving

In

Industrial

countries.

Such

positive effects are reflected both In generalized medium term Interest
rate reductions, and Increases In output (see table 3).

Even If the assumptions on which these projections are based might not
be met (In terms of fiscal consolidation), their results highlight the
widespread transmission of the saving behaviour of each country across
the world, and the potential global benefits which could be obtained
from a return to higher rates of saving of the Industrial countries.
Section 6 below discusses further the cross-border effects of national
savings and Its recent patterns.

14) The results of the studies by Feldstein and Horloka (1980) and
Feldstein and Bachetta (1989) suggest that an Increase In national
saving does raise the nation's capital stock, even In a context of
relative openess of capital flows.

(4)
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1.2

0.8

0.3

0.9

Italy

Canada
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AII IndustrIa I
countries

-0.2

-0.1

-0.4
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1.1
0.8
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0.4
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Source: International Monetary Fund (1991)

(1) Projections based on the IMF's NULTINOD •ode/, assuming that aeasures of fiscal consolidation projected by governments are met over the period,
In particular for the countries especlfled In the table.

1.3

United States

Total

Effects on:

Government Foreign saving

National Saving modification
(S GNP/GOP)

(Percentage points variations respect to IMF World Economic Outlook

MEDIUM-TERN EFFECTS OF INCREASED SAVING IN INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES(1)

TABLE

0

N
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4.

ORIGIN YERSUS ALLOCATION OF SAVINGS

In a context of Increasing financial Integration, any assessment of the
adequacy of a certain level of savings Inevitably Involves a Judgement
about the appropriateness of the International allocation of world
savings.

Some Important trade offs are Involved In this regard.

On

the one hand, Integration of financial markets permits an enhancement
In the allocation of

resources accross countries, allowing market

forces to determine In which country other countries savings are to be
Invested.

On the other hand, with an Integration of financial markets

pol Icy makers face

fewer

constraints

In the short

run

In pol Icy

decisions that affect each country's contribution to world savings;
they may therefore be tempted to tap Into the pool of world savings to
finance projects with a very low social rate of return.

The removal of capital controls experienced In recent years among most
Industrial countries has been a major factor boosting International
f Inanc Ia I IntegratIon.

However, sever a I other cIrcumstances besIdes

capital controls determine the degree of financial Integration.

Among

them, exchange rate developments are the single most Important factor.
In addition, Institutional arrangements (such as the liberalization of
legislation concerning the cross-border establ lshment of
Institutions,

and

the

harmonization of

prudential

and

financial
regulatory

arrangements) and the presence of market failures (basically owing to
Information shortages), play a role.

A possible approach to the measure of Integration of capital markets Is
the size of gross and net capital flows.

Both In net terms (as shown

In recent years by major current account Imbalances), and especially In
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gross terms, the Increase In capital flows experienced In recent years
has been considerable.

Between 1979 and the period 1986-1988, annual

capIta I out f Iows from the Group of Seven count r Ies expanded by some
250% nominally (In SDR terms), which Implies a real Increase of around
200% (latter and Allen, 1990).
cross-border

banking

expansion

In gross terms,
(see

chart

Indicators such as
3),

International

transactions In securities, or the development of Euromarkets, all show
huge rates of expansion.

In addition to the scale of capital flows, two more approaches have
been used to assess the degree of financial

Integration In recent

years15>: one based on risk-adjusted Interest rate differentials, and
another based on the degree of correlat lon found between saving and
Investment ratios of different countrles16).

Evidence of a tendency for Interest rate differentials to narrow seems
to confirm that the degree of financial

Integration has

Increased

considerably since the mld-1970s.

Using this approach, Frankel (1989)

concluded

the

that

by

the

end of

1980s

financial

markets were

virtually completely Integrated among the large Industrial countries.
More recent studies generally support that view, even If It appears
more evident for short-term than for long-term capital flows.

15) It must be noted that the size of capital flows may not be a good
Indicator of financial Integration. Highly Integrated financial
markets may be ref Iected In close movements of asset prIces but
smal I capital flows. Conversely, relatively large capital flows do
not necessarily Imply a high degree of financial Integration, but
may reflect the evolution of fundamental factors (differences In
productivity), which would warrant high capital flows.
16) See Goldstein et.al. (1991) for a review of evidence on Integration
of major financial markets.
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GRAPH 3 - EXPANSION OF INTERNATIONAL
FINANCIAL ACTIVITY
(International bank lending, US $ bill.)
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Alternative approaches to judge the degree of financial
Include the evolution of

Integration

Interest rate differentials for

the same

currency between domest Ic and offshore markets, and deve Iopment s In
parity of Interest rate differentials, either covered or uncovered17).

With regard to the first approach, a decreasing trend In differentials
between domestic and offshore markets has been evident In recent years,
with

marked

controls.

reductions

In

countries

gradually

removing

capital

The approach using covered Interest rate parity confirms the

Impression of a high degree of Integration among Industrial countries,
especially for short-term Instruments (see Frankel, 1991).

Finally,

analysis of

saving-Investment

correlations

In

Individual

countr les, has generally shown a higher degree of correlation than
expected,

which might

Integration

than

suggest a smaller degree of capital

Indicated

by

other

types

of

research18).

market
Early

findings by Feldstein and Horloka (1980) pointed to a fairly high
degree of correlation between saving and Investment In the Industrial
countries In the 1970s.
confirmed those results,
International

Further work by Feldstein and Bachetta (1989)
but nevertheless revealed an

capital mobility along the 1980s.

Increase

In

This research was

based on an examination of the savings retention coefficient, which was
0.79 In the period 1980-86, down from 0.91 In the 1960s and 0.86 In the
1970s.

17) Covered Interest rate differentials are provided by the difference
between Interest rates on Instruments Issued by comparable
borrowers denominated In different currencies, after adjusting
those differences for the cost of cover In forward exchange
markets.
18) This seems to hold for both Industrial and developing countries.
See Dooley, Frankel and Mathieson (1987).
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Other studIes have at tempted to exp Ia In the h lgh savIng/Investment
correlations by examining private sector behaviour (I.e.

trends

In

productivity, or demographic factors which simultaneously affect saving
and Investment).

Perhaps the most plausible explanation Is that the

high correlation seems to reflect the Impact of

government policies

aimed at reducing current account lmbalances19).

As mentioned earl ler, capital mobility Is a result of several factors
besides capital controls.

Financial deregulation has been a rather

recent phenomenon In major Industrial countries, and high exchange rate
volatility continues to appear as a major factor hampering capital
mobl I lty, especially for long-term flows20).

Summing up, there are a number of Indications that capital mobil lty has
considerably Increased In Industrial countries during the 1980s,

In

spite of the persistence of some constraining factors, and the trend Is
likely to continue In the years ahead.

A major factor that continues

to dampen the degree of mobl llty wll I be the exchange rate volatl llty.
Since relat lvely large shares of countr les' savings cont lnue to be
ret a Ined domest Ica I Iy, there wou Id seem to be amp Ie scope for each
country to

Influence

the

level

of savings available for

domestic

Investment through Its domestic economic policies.

19) See Art Is and Bayouml (1989). They found strong negat lve
contemporanean correlations between the saving-Investment balances
of the government and pr lvate sectors In the 1970s and somewhat
lower correlations In the 1980s, which are nevertheless compatible
with relatively low capital mobl I lty.
20) This seems to be confirmed by the lower saving/Investment
correlation- and hence a higher degree of financial Integrationthat Is apparent among the countries participating In the exchange
rate mechanism of the European Monetary System, as explained In
section 6 below.
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5.

CURRENT ACCOUNT IMBALANCES ANP CAPITAL FLQWS

The progressive removal of capital controls and International financial
deregulation experienced In the 1980s should In principle be welcomed,
since Increased capital mobil-Ity Is a key factor to achieve a better
International

allocation of resources.

Under conditions of a high

degree of capital mobl llty, one can expect the market to determine
sustalnabl I lty of

current

account

Imbalances either

financing to a deficit country, or by reducing

by

the

providing

the flow of capital,

thereby creat lng the lncent lves for domest lc policies to adjust the
Imbalance.

As

far

as

factors,

current

account

or more generally,

Imbalances merely
lntertemporal

reflect

demographic

consumption optimization

decisions within each country, the consequence of free capital mobl I lty
Is that private agents In the rest of the world -- be It direct
Investors

or

financial

Intermediaries

perform

their

role

of

assessing alternative Investment opportunities at the global scale,
with the consequent gains In efficiency.

These

arguments are wIde Iy recognIsed as advantages from Incr eased

capIta I mob Ill ty, but some caveats never the less must be made wl th
regard to the potential dangers Involved.

As far as Institutional

barriers and market fal lures persist-- as Is still the case to a large
ex tent even among most Integra ted IndustrIa I countrIes
from capital mobility may not be fully realized, and
consequences might even appear.

advantages
some negative

From a domestic perspective, a current

account deficit may not be a problem by Itself If It can be financed
through private capital Inflows.

Nevertheless, as far as that deficit
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reflects either market fal lures, regulating distortions or an excessive
government deficit

(when compared with a socially optimal

level),

external financing may serve to delay fundamental adjustments, thereby
Increasing the eventual costs of subseQuent

adjustment pollcles21).

1f th 1s was the case, the negatIve effects cou Id be transmIt ted to
other countries, particularly In a context of a high degree of economic
Interdependence and financial lntegratlon22).

Relationship between the current account and capital flows

Whl le significant current account
periods of

the

past,

there

are

Imbalances have arisen
a

number

of

key

In other

features

which

d 1st 1ngu Ish them and the Invo Ived capIta I flows pat tern from those
experienced In the second half of the 80s.

During the gold standard (XIX century until 1914) significant current
account Imbalances followed the pattern of capital outflows from rich
and slow-growing countries (basically England) to relatively poor and
fast growing countries (notably the United States).

In a context of

secular low Inflation, Issuance of fixed Interest long-term bonds was

21) A good example of markets' wrong perception of the sustalnablllty
of a IendIng pat tern and Its potent Ia I negatIve consequences Is
provided by the debt crisis. The adjustment costs, especially for
heavily borrowing countr les, are likely to last for a number of
years ahead.
22) These arguments have Implications for the appropriate order In
which capital and factors' transactions should be I lberal lzed.
Frenkel (1982) emphasised the dangers Involved In I lberallzlng
capital
transactions without a previous
liberal lzatlon of
commercial
transactions. Such a seQuence of
liberalization
Involves a higher risk of distortions In resource allocation, and a
higher cost of such potential distortions owing to the Inadequate
adjustment of fundament a Is, and to the fact that capIta I flows
(potentially much larger than commercial transactions) are likely
to overreact to "wrong" price signals.
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the usual channel for those flows.

Thus, the pattern of capital flows

was a natura I one, as far as savIng surp I uses were channe I I ed Into
l t1\t~~tmPnt
~(OVJded

l n colmt r l es

a sound and

1970s marked

The
J mba

J

ath.• es

~mba~ances

countries .

wIth

~table

a more

~

hIgher rate of return on

~ap

Ita I_.

~hI

ch

source to service the couniry·s debt

recent

a€; a consequence cf

period of

the o I I

large current

cr lsI s.

account

Cur I ng that per Iorl .

emerged rather homogeneously In virtually all ell

~mportln~

The pattern followed by capital flows was shaped by the

Intensity of the real shocks which gave rise to the Imbalances, with
huge out'rlows of capital from oil exporting to the major financial
centers.

Through "recycl lng" these capital

flows were subsequently

channelled through the International banking system and the emerging
euromarket to deficit countries In both the Industrial and developing
wor Id.

However~

It

j

s now wIde I y recognIsed that the sea' e of these

capital flows did not always take account of economic fundamentals, as
they often financed consumption or Investment projects that proved not
to be viable.

These capital flows therefore were a major cause behind

the subsequent debt crisis.

Our Ing the 1980s, and espec Ia I I y from 1982,

f

Inanc Ia I

I

Iber a I Isat Ion

and removal of capital controls In conjunction with the emergence of
big budget deficits In some Industrial countries (notably the United
States), again gave rise to very large current account Imbalances among
the major Industrial countries (see Chart 5).

~n

addition to the emergence of unprecedented (since the gold standard)

current account Imbalances among the major Industrial countries, the
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GRAPH 4a - CURRENT ACCOUNT IMBALANCES OF
MA~JOR INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES (% of GDP)
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GRAPH 4b - CURRENT ACCOUNT IMBALANCES OF
MAJOR INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES (% of GDP)
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GRAPH 5 - CURRENT ACCOUNT IMBALANCES OF
MAJOR INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES (*)
3~------------------------------------------------.
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Source: Commluton Services

(*) Weighted average of the sum of deficits and surpluses
of G-7 countries, as a% of GDP).
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dramatic Increase In the scale of International capital movements has
accompanied by an Increasing loss of links between those movements

oeen

1

~1mi

trends observed In trade or other economic fundamentals.

ie~elopments

have been

I Inked to the

These

Increasing sophistication of

1;!nanclat markets and the sharp decl lne In Information and transaction
costs that has occurred, creating a truly global financial market.

The dynamic so generated has made It more difficult to Identify the
rather unclear causal lty between current account Imbalances and capital
flows.

However, there has clearly been a movement In the direction of

a greater simultaneity In the determlnat lon of both.

In contrast to

the gold standard period, however, capital flows are not seen merely as
the counterpart to profitable Investment opportunities abroad23).
fact,

there seems to have been a shIft

In

In the pat tern of capIta I

inflows towards countries with low savings but also with relatively low
rates of growth and returns on capital, thereby modifying the "natural"
pattern.

Moreover,

there

Is evidence that capital

contributed to the widening of current account

flows may have

Imbalances, and not

merely to their financing.

Nevertheless, the difficulty In Identifying the factors that determine
both net and gross capital flows has been widely recognized, since the
reaction of markets to shocks can be reflected In capital flows,

In

23) A reI a ted dIscuss Ion Is the adopt Ion of one of the two poss Ib Ie
lOP roaches to the de term I nat Ion of current account ba Iances: the
",s last lc It les..
approach (based on relat lve prIces) and the
"aosorptloni' apporach (based on saving-Investment Imbalances).
Since both processes take place simultaneously, the two approaches
are compatible, and essential IY describe the same process.
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asset price adjustments, or In a combination of the two24).

However,

It Is now clear that, besides the above mentioned loss of I Inks between
capital

flows

flnanclai

and developments of

factors

can

be

the real

Identified

experIenced by capIta I flows.

behind

economy,
the

a number of

sharp

Increase

Among them, the degree of f 1nanc Ia I

sophistication reached both In domestic and International markets, the
removal of barriers to financial

Integration, and the Increased level

of competition among financial Intermediaries should be mentioned.

In addition to the factors already mentioned, the Increasing needs of
private agents to hedge against financial risks (be It exchange rate
risk or Interest rate risk), and the Increased possibilities open to
arbitrage and speculative operations have undoubtedly contributed to
the rise In gross capital flows. Besides this, other explanations can
be found behind the large Increase observed In International portfolio
and direct Investment.

On the one hand, hedging against risks Involved

In Investment con centra t Ion has Ied In recent years to a process of
portfolio diversification which Is not yet completed25).

On the other

hand, commercial strategies and the need to circumvent barriers (either
trade,

fiscal

or financial) have also contributed to boost direct

Investment In recent years.

24) Nevertheless, some fundamental and regulatory factors can easl ly be
Identified as playing an Important role In explaining large capital
flows durIng the past two decades, such as bIg capIta 1 outflows
from Germany In 1987-89, owed to the planned Introduction of a
wltholdlng tax on Interest Income, or the large capital Inflow In
the US during 1981-85, related to sharp differences
In
f Isea I/monetary po II cy mIx respect to Japan and Germany, among
other examples. (See IMF, 1991).
25) Turner (1991) argues that In the 1990s this process should slow Its
pace, gIven the vI rtua I comp Iet ion of the process of f Inanc Ia I
I lberal lsatlon and the associated diversification of assets.
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In summary,

there are a number of arguments whIch suggest

liberalization
International

of

capital

capital

movements

flows may not

and

the

sharp

have produced all

benefits suggested by economic theory.

that

the

Increase

In

the potential

The most negative aspects of

recent changes In the patterns of International allocation of savings
has been the extent
policy

adjustment

to which

through

It has allowed to postpone fundamental

Increased access

to

International

capital

markets.

6.

SAVING IN THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY IN THE CONTEXT OF ECONOMIC ANP
MONETARY UNION

Efforts

to

stimulate

savings

and

enhance

Its

allocation

across

countries are at the heart of the process towards Economic and Monetary
Union. The convergence required In the field of fiscal
as a pre-condition for

the final

stage of

Incentive to promote publ lc sector saving.
of the Single Market

EMU,

consolidations

constitutes a clear

In addition, the completion

Involves a progressive liberalization of capital

movements and provIdes a framework

for

a market-based a I locatIon of

saving throughout the Community.

There

Is

abundant

ev I dance of

System on capital market
found

comparatIve I y

low

the

Integration.

Impact

of

the

European Monetary

Feldstein and Bachetta (1989)

savIng/Investment

corre I at Ions

countries suggesting a high degree of Integration.

for

EMS

Results obtained by
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Bandharl and Mayer (1990) have confirmed that there Is a higher degree
of

capIta I mob 1 II ty among EMS countrIes than among other IndustrIa I

countrles26).

Data on the composition of capital flows In the Community suggest that
there has recently been a significant

Increase

In foreign direct

Investment, which In 1989 exceeded $7 bl Ilion, exceeding for the first
tIme In recent years the amount of dIrect
States (see Turner,
considerable

1991).

Increase

In

Investment In the UnIted

This development has been
lntra-EC

mergers

and

Commission of the European Communities, 1989).

I Inked to a

acQuisitions

(see

These trends Indicate

the IntensIty of the process of f Inanc Ia I adjustment that has been
generated by the Single Uarket and EUU processes. The conditions have
thereby Improved for sIgnIfIcant gaIns In the effIcIency wIth whIch
savings are allocated across the Community.

At the same time, the discussion In this paper has highlighted some of
the potential

dangers

that may result

from

the

I lberal lzatlon of

capital flows within the Community. In this context, It Is obvious that
the success of the
degree
saving.

E~U

process to a large extent will depend on the

''dlsclpllneu accepted

or

Developments

lmoortance~

In

budget

by

each member country In terms of
deficits

wi II

be

of

paramount

which explains the emphasis on this Issue In the context of

the convergence process.

The danger, of course,

Is

that monetary

26) A recent comparison of capital mobility In different EC countries
has found significant differences In capital mob I I lty for the
period 1960-88. Germany, UK and the Netherlands are the countries
with the highest degree ot capital mobility (Arglm6n and Roldan,
t991). Since capital controls have been the main factor explaining
those differences, they should be reduced In the coming years.
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Integration

In the absence of

firm rules for

fiscal

po' icy wl I I

strengthen the abl I lty for Individual countries to finance their budget
deficits, and thereby encourage fiscal laxness.

More generally, given the Community's potentIa I role as a capital
exporter (to Eastern Europe,

the Soviet Union and the development

world) an appropriate functioning of the process should be reflected In
the achievement of a net saving surplus for

the Comrnunlty,

In a

context In which each EC country provides an "adequate" contribution to
the

Community's

pool

of

savings.

In

this

respect,

It

might

be

approprIate to thInk In terms of some kInd of "savIng targetIng", as
the EMU process gradually reduces the current account constraint.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

Concerns about

low saving levels In lndustr Ia I countr les dur lng the

past decade seem to be justified, particularly In the presence of a
foreseeable Increase In Investment demand during the 1990s.
there are few signs that

the

low

level

Although

of saving has had major

repercussions on economic performance so far, the Inadequacy of savings
risks

becoming

particularly

for

a

decisive
the

newly

constraint

on

growth

I lberallzlng countries

In

the

future,

In Central

and

Eastern Europe and the developing world.

In the current context of relatively high (and Increasing) financial
Integration, the negative effects of low saving In Individual countries
are transmitted to the rest of the world.

This constitutes a systemic

deficiency to the extent that the pattern of capital flows prevailing
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In

recent

years

propensities

has

tended

rather

than

to offset

promote

the

policy

Impact

changes.

of

low saving

Capital

Integration may therefore delay reQuired adjustments. An

market

Increased

International consensus to promote private and public saving may thus
be

necessary

to

achieve

potential

advantages

of

capital

market

Integration.

Additional negative effects stemming from capital market I lberal lzatlon
Include a shift

from

Investment

to consumption financing and the

associated negative conseQuences In terms of crowding out of profitable
Investment
respect,

opportunities

through

higher

Interest

rates.

In

this

the existence of market failures (externalities) affecting

Investment suggests that

the market by

Itself does not guarantee

adequate levels of saving and that public Intervention In this field
conseQuently may be warranted.

Among

the

negative

systemic consequences of

low saving

and

high

Interest rates, the effects on developing countries are particularly
serious. With Inadequate levels of domestic saving In the developing
countries themselves and growing difficulties In attracting funds from
abroad, the growth performance of many developing countries during the
past decade has been extremely weak. Barring a substantial Increase In
d savIng, there Is I Itt Ie prospect of any recovery of growth In

'NOr 1

many of these countries over the medium term.

The low level of saving also constitutes a constraint on the Western
~~orid's

abl I lty to assist Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union In their

reform efforts.

Whl ie

countrtes and greater

a high

~fflclency

level

of

domestic saving

In the allocation of their

In

these

sav~ng

are
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key condl t Ions for the restructur lng efforts to succeed, a certain
transfer of resources from the rest of world wl II also be necessary to
complement domestic savings. With the low saving levels In the West,
however, there Is a rIsk that the transfer of resources to Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union will Increase pressures on Interest rates
wor

ldwlde and crowd out

Investment

In other countr les, notably the

developing countries. Such a situation would also Increase pressures to
expand off lclally guaranteed (and thereby subsidised) credits, which
would further Increase Interest rates In private markets.

Summing up, as high financial Integration has reduced the significance
of

the

current

'nternatlonal

account

policy

as

an

coordination

economic
will

target

have

or

to

constraint,

provide

for

an

appropriate degree of dlsclpl lne by ensuring that Incentives to saving
are adequate.

In addition to measures aimed at

promoting private

savings (see page 14), some kind of publ lc sector saving targeting wll I
be necessary to ensure an adequate level of saving worldwide.

Within the Community, some of the advantages of Economic and Monetary
Union

In

terms

of

Increased

capital

mobil lty

have

already

been

achieved, mainly owing to the reduction of exchange rate uncertainty,
which has been

Identified as a major

factor

constraining capital

mob I II ty outs Ide the European Monetary System. Never the less, to fu II y
reap the potential benefits from Economic and Monetary Union "rules ..
wl I I have to be Implemented to ensure both an adequate level of savings
~-Jvera c

I In the CommunIty and an approprIate degree of convergence of

saving propensities across Community member countrles9
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ANNEX
STATISTICAL ISSUES ON SAVING AND CURRENT ACCOUNT
When analysing conventional figures of saving, two kinds of caveats
must be made: firstly, national accounting criteria are not homogeneous
among countries. Secondly, even when analysing data of a given country
the assumptions underlying conventional data must be taken Into account
before drawing any conclusions. Diverging accounting criteria can
explain a part of the large differences In absolute levels of saving
observed among Industrial countries, even If the broad trends In saving
described In section 2 above do not seem to significantly change when
most usual adjustments are carried out. This annex briefly enumerates
the main adjustments which have been suggested for conventional
measures of saving. Finally, the Issue of the well known statistical
current account discrepancy Is addressed, which during the last decade
has raised doubts on the adeQuancy of the aval lable data.
Measyrlng saying
AccordIng to the UnIted Nat Ions' System of Nat lona I Accounts (SNA),
saving Is calculated for each of the Institutional sectors (I.e.,
households, enterprises and government) as a residual, by substractlng
current outlays from Income. The United States and some European
countries have not adopted the United Nations system. While In all
systems cur rent Income and expendIture are measured In a homogeneous
way, a major difference In the United States' system Is the fact that
alI government disbursement Is treated as government consumption, while
the SNA system consIders government expendIture In construct Ion and
non-military eQuipment as capital expenditure, and therefore the
resu It Ing measured savIng Is cons Iderab Iy lower than what wou Id be
according to SNA standards (see Aghevll et.al (1990) and Elmeskov,
Shafer and Tease (1991) for a review of these Issues and a summary of
the effects of possible adjustments).
In addition to the former, the relative size of the underground
economy, and a number of conceptual problems can significantly modify
the conclusions obtained when analysing conventional data. Among those
problems, the treatment of consumer durables, of capital gains and
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losses 1), deprecIatIon and the d 1st 1net Ion between rea I and nomIna I
Interest payments have deserved major attention.
As pointed by Smith
(1989) : "When Intercountry comparisons are made, It Is Important to
Identify the purpose of the comparison and determine whether the
measure being used Is suited to that purpose".
Elmeskov, Shafer and Tease (1991) classify possible adjustments to
conventional measures of saving as follows: changes In asset values
(Including the effects of Inflation and capital gains); changes In the
classification of economic activities (which affects the definitions of
Income and consumption); and the Inclusion of activities not covered by
national accounts but which affect future Income and welfare.
Adjustments provided In this work show to what extent the variations
wIth respect to convent lona I data can be sIgnIfIcant. For Instance,
Inflation adjusted private saving ratios show differences of 4.8 and
4.9 percentage points of variation between the 1970s and the 1980s for
the cases of the United Kingdom and Japan. Likewise, If expenditure In
education or In research and development are considered as "saving" the
results obtained vary significantly In most developed countries. The
conclusions of their work point that while most adjustments to gross
saving (such as the mentioned Inclusion of Research and Development or
education disbursement) would boost national saving ratios, other
adjustments I Ike the deduction of depreciation and of the depletion of
resources wou Id resu It In much lower net savIng rat los than those
measured by SNA criteria. Nevertheless, they conclude that In spite of
the uncertalntjes and errors Involved on measurement Issues, "the
general picture of the 1980s as a period of weak saving In the OECD
area, at least until the last years of the decade, seems relatively
robust
11

•

The current accoynt discrepancy
The fact that the world's
net debt since the early
subject of several ad-hoc
such discrepancies and the
1)

current account data show a large aggregate
1980s has been a matter of concern and the
studies aimed at determining the origins of
extent to which greater accounting

See Harris and Stelndel (1991) for a discussion on the definition
of product Ive Investment and the adequacy of stock market as a
measure of saving.
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homogeneity among different countries could help to overcome that
problem. The major source of statistical errors which has been
Identified behind the global current account discrepancy Is th~
emergence of large amounts of cross-border assets recognised by debtor
countries but not by creditors. Other lndentlfled sources of
discrepancies Include the shipping and unrequited transfer sectors of
the current account balance, as wei I as problems of geographic
allocatIon.
While the persistence of a significant global discrepancy remains a
source of concern and caveats when analysing trends In global flows,
the fact that developed countr les became net capIta I Importers before
that discrepancy appeared suggests that even If the magnitude of real
net flows Is unknown, Its actual direction Is that shown by available
statistics. Furthermore, It has been found that most of the Identified
adjustments which would correct the global discrepancy would not be
concentrated enough In any single country or area as to put under
question the basic conclusions obtained from uncorrected data2>.
Table ; The wprld's current account dlscreoancv
(As a percentage of total exports of goods and services)

-2.4

-2.4

Source

2)

-3.0

-2.0

-1.2

-1.6

-2.3

World Economic Outlook, IMF May 1991.

See IMF (1987) and IMF (1989) for a detailed analysis of the
statistical problems.
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